
 

 New Palfinger ETI ETO 55 MH

 Aerial Lifts
  

  
  

 Status:

Make Model Ton Rating Boom Length Stock Number Serial Number

Palfinger ETI ETO 55 MH 0.2 59 XMETO55MH -

Engine HP Transmission Suspension Miles Hours

- - - - - -

  
The ETO 55 MH is an insulated, overcenter material handler that offers competitive features for a unit of its class. With a
working height of nearly 60 feet, this unit offers unique features such as a new generation leveling system and bucket
access design in the non-overcenter position giving the end-user the benefit of thoughtful, customer-focused
engineering. This model also offers powerful material handling capabilities with a hydraulic winch and a 7‘ jib that can lift
up to 2,000 lbs. ## Standard Features - Continuous rotation is standard on all ETO MH units. - Full pressure hydraulic
controls located at basket and turret with full feathering capabilities from both upper and lower controls. - Shear ball
rotation with an extended shaft for manual rotation. - Internally mounted holding valves (integral part of cylinder) lock
cylinders in place in the event of hydraulic failure. - All pins turn on replaceable bushings. - 90º bucket rotator. - Single
handle upper control. - Lower boom fiberglass insert. - Hydraulic winch and 7 ft. jib - up to 2,000 lbs. material handling
capacity. - 24“ x 30“ basket. - 2 sets of outriggers. - 400 lbs. bucket capacity. ## General Specifications - Height to bottom
of bucket: 54 ft. - 8 in. - Working height: 59 ft. - 8 in. - Side reach, End mount: 44 ft. - 9 in. - Rotation: Continuous - Lower
boom articulation: 120 degrees - Upper boom travel: 203 degrees - Stow height: 11 ft. - 10 in. - Rated bucket capacity: 400
lbs.
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Price is Ex Works
Sales Tax: Not included
FET: Not Included

Terms: 15% Non-Refundable Deposit up front w/ balance due upon completion. Quote valid for 30 days, subject to prior sale.
CraneWorks makes no claims with regard to roadability or permit requirements associated with the operation of this
equipment. It is the owner’s responsibility to verify that the purchased equipment meets local, state, and federal regulations. 

NOTE: If roadability is of concern, CraneWorks will provide a weight study from the manufacturer, but we cannot guarantee its
accuracy.
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